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The Statistics

•66% material is forgotten after 7 days

•88% material is forgotten after 6 weeks

•Reading notes and text books leads to a mere 10% 
retention ☹



Learning Styles QuestionnaireSituation:
When you….

Your preferred course of action: Do you….

Visual Auditory Physical (Kinaesthetic) 

Spell a word
Try to visualise it (does 
it look right?)

Sound it out (does it 
sound right?)

Write it down (does it 
feel right?)

Are 
concentrating

Get most distracted by 
untidiness.

Get most distracted by 
noises.

Get most distracted by 
movement, or physical 
disturbance

Choose a 
favourite art 
form

Prefer paintings. Prefer music. Prefer dance/sculpture

Reward 
someone

Tend to write praise on 
their work in a note.

Tend to give them oral 
praise.

Tend to give them a pat 
on the back.

Talk

Talk quite fast but keep 
idle conversation 
limited. Use lots of 
images, e.g.: “It’s like a 
needle in a haystack”.

Talk fluently with an 
even pace, in a logical 
order and with few 
hesitations. Enunciate 
clearly.

Use lots of hand 
movements, talk about 
actions and feelings. 
Speak more slowly with 
longer pauses.

Meet people
Remember mostly how 
they looked / the 
surroundings.

Remember mostly 
what was said / 
remember their names.

Remember mostly 
what you did with them 
/ remember their 
emotions.

See a movie, 
watch TV or 
read a novel

Remember best what 
was seen / what the 
people looked like.

Remember best what 
was said and how the 
music sounded.

Remember best what 
happened / the 
character’s emotions.

Relax
Generally prefer 
reading / TV

Generally prefer music
Generally prefer 
games, sports.

Try to 
interpret 
someone’s 
mood

Mainly note their facial 
expressions.

Listen to their tone of 
voice

Watch body 
movements

Are recalling 
something

Remember what you 
saw / people’s faces / 
how things looked.

Remember what was 
said / people’s names / 
jokes.

Remember what was 
done – what it felt like.

Are 
memorising 
something

Prefer to memorise by 
writing something 
repeatedly.

Prefer to memorise by 
repeating words aloud.

Prefer to memorise by 
doing something 
repeatedly.

Are choosing 
clothes

Choose almost 
exclusively by how they 
look, how they 
co-ordinate and by the 
colours.

Take a lot of notice of 
the brand name, what 
the clothes ‘say’ about 
you.

Choose mainly on how 
they feel, the comfort, 
the texture.

Are angry
Become silent and 
seethe.

Express it in an 
outburst

Storm about, clench 
your fists, throw things.

Are inactive
Look around, doodle, 
watch something.

Talk to yourself or 
others.

Fidget, walk about.

Express 
yourself

Often use phrases like ‘I 
see / I get the picture / 
Let’s shed some light 
on this / I can picture it’

Often uses phrases like 
‘That sounds right / I 
hear you / That rings a 
bell / Something tells 
me / It suddenly clicked 
/ That’s music to my 
ears’.

Often uses phrases like: 
‘That feels right / I’m 
groping for an answer / 
I’ve got a grip on it / I 
need a concrete 
example’.

Total 
responses

   

My preferred learning style is….

Are you a visual,  auditory or 
Kinaesthetic learner?

Look at the statements,  and tick the 
statement most likely to be your 
course of action.  The highest 
number of ticks is your preferred 
learning style



Know your Learner



• If you know what type of learner you are, you can 
then tailor your revision to your needs...



Rethinking revision: it’s more than just the 
facts



Rethinking revision: it’s more than just the 
facts

Does revision promote this 
closed mentality?



Rethinking revision: it’s more than just the 
facts

What is good revision, and how do we enable it to happen?

• The acid test for a revision process must be that at the end of it, the student is both better 
equipped for an exam and a better practitioner of the subject.

• If revision leads to exam success but leaves students unable to complete higher-level tasks, 
• What can bridge the gap between understanding and remembering is "spiral learning" – a 

process of revisiting topics in increasing depth, thereby helping the child recall the basic 
facts but ensuring they can also apply them in a wider context



Rethinking revision: it’s more than just the 
facts

Revision should be about layered learning

• This process of intuition, structuring and reviewing, that continues over many layers of 
learning, each one at a higher level but still reinforcing the one before, should be applied to 
revision.

• The idea of revision as "looking again" calls to mind an image of students staring at index 
cards and learning by rote 

• Revisiting material deepens understanding while reinforcing knowledge. It allows students 
to achieve the basic skills of remembering while progressing up the learning hierarchy.

• It also means that the objective of learning is ever-increasing depth rather than retention 
of factual knowledge.



Rethinking revision: it’s more than just the 
facts

Expanding your mind map
• One way of doing this is to use an "exponential mind map" – a mind map that keeps 

growing.
• Using A3 paper, the student writes everything they can remember about a topic as a small 

mind map in the centre of the page. Then, in a different colour, they write two new things 
from their notes or books for every one fact they remembered.

• change colours again and explain the concepts on the map. With another colour, they draw 
connections between the different aspects of the topic. Then (especially if they are older 
students), they add in relevant chapter and page numbers from books as a prompt for 
more research.

• When this research is complete, they take their final colour and squeeze in anything else 
they have learned that could add to the mind map. They could even photocopy paragraphs 
and stick them to the edge in the relevant place. At the end of this process, they will have a 
brilliant, in-depth resource that can be displayed on the wall and revisited over and over.







Be Organised
•Where?

• Sit at a desk – 
somewhere designed for 
study

•What?
• Make task specific & 

realistic

•How?
• Like > Less favoured > 

Like

•When?
• Alert – times of the day...

•Why?
• Review

• Filling System

•Notes
• Less is more



•Know your topics and subtopics

•Plan when you are going to study

•Use short bursts

•Timetable in Exercise

Make a timetable





School Intervention and Support

Make use of the exam 
preparation hours after school 
and Google Classroom material





What help is there online?
•Walking talking Mocks

•PLCS

•Doddle

•GCSE Pod

•Mathswatch

•PiXL Mathswatch
www.gojimo.com 

http://www.gojimo.com/

